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KEY TERMS & DEFINITIONS
Advanced Phonics Strategies for decoding
multisyllabic words that emphasize morphology and
syllable patterns.

Automaticity Being able to do something instantly
and effortlessly, independent of conscious thought.
It is usually the result of learning, repetition, and
practice. 

Background Knowledge A collection of existing
knowledge formed through life experiences and
learning. 

Blending Joining together the sound-spellings in
words.

Decoding Translating printed words into spoken
words. Students match letters and sounds and
recognize the patterns that make up syllables and
words.

Dyslexia A difficulty with word recognition and
spelling that originates from core problems in
phonological and/or orthographic processing.

English Learner A student whose primary language
is not English but who is learning to rely on English
in classroom settings.

Evidence-Based Programs, practices, strategies or
activities that have been evaluated and shown to
improve student outcomes. 

Explicit Stated clearly and directly, leaving no room
for confusion. When used in reference to
instruction, explicit means overtly teaching a new
skill or concept through clarity of language and
purpose, demonstrations and modeling, affirmative
and corrective feedback, and varied types of
practice.

Language Comprehension The ability to
understand spoken language.

Language Structures Language structures refer to
the rules for how language is formed. Language
structures include syntax (the rules governing the
formation of sentences) and semantics (the
meaning in language).

Letter-Sound Correspondence Matching sounds
to their corresponding letters or groups of letters.

Literacy The ability to read, write, and engage with
printed and written materials in everyday life.

Literacy Knowledge Literacy knowledge includes
print awareness and text genres.

Morpheme The smallest unit of meaning in a
language.

Oral Language Spoken language. The five
components of oral language are phonology,
morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.

Orthographic Mapping The mental process
readers use to store words so they can
automatically recognize them at sight. It requires
advanced phonemic awareness and letter-sound
knowledge.

Phonemic Awareness Noticing that words are
made up of individual units of sound (called
phonemes [FOH-neems]) and being able to think
about and work with the phonemes in spoken
words. For example, a student might show that they
have phonemic awareness by blending the
separating sounds of a word to say the word ("/p/ /i/
/g/ - pig.")

Phonics A method of teaching reading and spelling
by connecting the sounds of language with the
spelling patterns that represent them. Phonics
includes word analysis, morphology, and
syllabication.
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Structured Literacy  An approach to reading
instruction that is characterized by the provision of
systematic, explicit instruction that integrates
listening, speaking, reading, and writing and
emphasizes the structure of language across the
speech sound system (phonology), the writing
system (orthography), the structure of sentences
(syntax), the meaningful parts of words
(morphology), the relationships among words
(semantics), and the organization of spoken and
written discourse.

Syntax The rules for how to arrange words and
phrases to create sentences in a language.

Systematic Instruction that is systematic
introduces new skills and concepts in a logical, step-
by-step, and preplanned sequence.

The Changing Emphasis Refers to the shifting
instructional focus on the five major components of
reading as students progress toward proficiency
throughout the grade levels. 

Tier 1 The core curricular and instructional
programs and strategies in the general education
setting for all students. 

Transcription Includes letter formation,
handwriting, keyboarding, spelling, brailling,
punctuation, and spatial organization for words and
sentences. 

Verbal Reasoning The ability to access and apply
prior learning in solving language-related tasks.
Verbal reasoning includes inferencing (making sense
of information that is not explicit in the text) and
understanding figurative language.

Vocabulary The body of words known to a person.

Word Recognition The ability to transform print
into spoken language.

Phonics through Spelling Teaching students to
segment words into individual phonemes and to
make words by writing letters for phonemes.

Phonological Awareness The ability to recognize
and work with the units of spoken language,
including whole words, word parts, and phonemes.

Practice When students are asked to apply what
they have just been taught.

Reading Comprehension The ability to
comprehend written language.

Reading Fluency Reading with expression,
accuracy, and sufficient automaticity to support
comprehension of text.

Scarborough's Reading Rope A visual metaphor
for the reading and language elements needed to
become a good reader. It illustrates the
development of literacy components (represented
by each thread) over time, leading to skilled reading
comprehension. The more developed the skills, the
more tightly wound the rope, the better a student
reads.

Science of Reading A vast body of scientifically-
based research from relevant disciplines (such as
education, linguistics, psychology, neuroscience, and
more) that provides us with information about how
we learn to read and the best evidence-based
approach to literacy instruction and assessment.

Sight Recognition Being able to read a word
instantly without needing to sound it out. Research
supports teaching sight word recognition through
orthographic mapping rather through strategies
focused on visual memory.

Simple View of Reading A theoretical framework
that shows us that reading comprehension is the
product of two components- decoding and language
comprehension. If either component is weak,
reading comprehension is lessened.
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REFLECTION
QUESTIONS

As you navi gate through the

modul e,  take some t i me to  ref l ect .  
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The Simple View of Reading
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What are the two critical skills that the Simple View of Reading tells us students need in order to
comprehend written text? Does this match your  pre-existing knowledge about reading
comprehension development?
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Explain this statement:
  “There is no comprehension strategy powerful enough to compensate for the fact that you

can’t read the words."

Explain this statement:  
“ “So many students, even if they have mastered the basic, foundational components of reading,

are not able to put those things together to create meaning. Unless you can extract meaning
from what you read, you are not a reader.” -Julie Washington (2019



Implications for Educational Practice
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What classroom practices do you currently employ that provide students with access to
instruction that addresses both sides of the Simple View equation? 

Consider the reading instruction framework in your school or classroom. Does the Tier 1 core
curriculum address the major components of reading instruction, emphasizing the

development of word recognition and language comprehension at appropriate grade levels?
What changes in instructional practices are you now considering?



Developing Word Recognition Skills
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Consider your scope and sequence and how much time you spend explicitly teaching
phonemic awareness and phonics skills associated with improved reading outcomes. What

changes to your practice are you now considering? 

In what ways are current programs and practices in your setting supporting student proficiency
with word recognition skills? 



Developing Word Recognition Skills
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If you checked most of the boxes, describe the ways that the core instruction aligns with the
checked boxes as well as how your students are responding to this systematic instruction. 
If many of the boxes above are unchecked, what intentional actions can you take to help establish a
more systematic approach to word reading instruction? Who might need to be involved? What
resources would you need? 

Think about your school's approach to the Tier 1 core foundational word reading curriculum
and instruction, and see what boxes you can check above. Then, answer one of the following
reflection questions below: 

How To Tell if Your Instruction is Systematic:

Instruction starts with simpler concepts (such as the m sound or the t sound) before
introducing more complex concepts (e.g., when the letter c sounds like s or k). 

Instruction is based on a pre-planned, sequential phonics and phonemic awareness curriculum. 

Prerequisite skills are taught first, with beginning readers receiving considerable initial
emphasis on phonics skills. 

Students are taught sounds for corresponding letters or letter combinations and how to blend
them (phoneme blending). 

Spelling instruction aligns with, reinforces, and extends what students learn in phonics. 

Complex concepts are broken down into smaller chunks and taught using step-by-step
procedures. 

Phonemic awareness and phonics instruction is evident until students are both accurate and
automatic with these skills. 

Teachers ensure that beginning readers read texts that follow the systematic progression of
phonics elements taught to secure phonic decoding. 

Instruction includes ongoing review of phonics concepts. 



Developing Language Comprehension Skills
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What are your major take-aways from the YouTube Video:
 "A Matter of Talk: Nonie Lesaux's '8 for 8'"?

In what ways are initiatives, programs, and/or practices in your setting supporting student
proficiency with language comprehension skills? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJCn3cn-gGo


Developing Language Comprehension Skills
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Summing it Up:
What insights have you gained about the nature of skilled reading? What connections have you

made to your practice as an educator, related services provider, instructional leader, parent,
and/or community support member?

Give at least one example of how you plan to incorporate the information from the "Developing
Language Comprehension Section (Teacher Talk, Student Talk, Read-Alouds) into your lesson plans. 
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 PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING 

COMMUNITY 
ACTIVITIES 

I mpl ement new i nstruct i onal

rout i nes and pract i ces;  then 

ref l ect  and share.  
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Describe how your

understanding of the

skills that predict

reading comprehension

has changed. 

Analyze how your new

understanding could

impact classroom

practices, including the

focus of your reading

instruction.

SHARE

Ponder Now that you've learned about the Simple View of Reading, reflect
on the following discussion prompts with a colleague or teacher-
based team.
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Plan

Reflect 

Activity: Developing Word Recognition Skills

 Implement an explicit instructional routine for phonological awareness, phonics, 
or advanced phonics during small group instruction. 

Select a student who displays a need in
phonemic awareness, phonics, or advanced
phonics.
Based on data regarding the student's needs,
select a routine from one of these resources:

1.

2.

Student: _________________________________________

Area of Need: ___________________________________

Chosen Routine:________________________________

Time to review the routine: ____________________

Dates/Times of Implementation: _______________

___________________________________________________

Implement

Implement the routine! Note: These routines typically will be most effective when used to supplement
a foundational reading curriculum that includes a clear scope and sequence of skills.  

How did your student respond to
the use of an explicit routine? 

What does your data show in regards to the
students' continued needs and the
effectiveness of the routine?

What went well? What was challenging? 

Share
Discuss with a peer or with your
Teacher-Based Team what you
noticed. 

Based on the data, discuss next possible
steps.

3. Practice and plan the new routine
4. Choose dates/time to implement the new
     routine. 

Advanced Phonics (3+)

Phonics Instructional Routines (2-3)

Phonics Instructional Routines (K-1)

Phonemic Awareness Instructional Routines (K-1)
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https://www.mdek12.org/sites/default/files/Offices/MDE/OAE/OEER/Literacy/20-21_advancedwordstudy_final.pdf
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_23.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_K1.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPA_K1.html


Activity: Developing Language Comprehension Skills

Implement instructional scaffolding during small-group or whole-class instruction
 to help support all learners with complex-texts.  

Plan

Based on data, select a language
comprehension need of at least one student in
your class (i.e., background knowledge,
vocabulary, language structures, verbal
reasoning, and/or literacy knowledge), 
Review the "Supporting All Learning with
Complex Text" document and accompanied
blog post.
Select a Before Reading, During Reading, and
After Reading scaffold to implement that
connects to the area of need.
Plan and prepare the scaffolds. 
Choose dates/time to implement the new
scaffolding ideas. 

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Language Comp. Need: ___________________________ 

Before Reading Scaffold:__________________________

During Reading Scaffold:__________________________

After Reading Scaffold:____________________________

Time to plan/prepare::____________________________

Dates/Times of Implementation: _________________

_____________________________________________________

Implement

Reflect 

Implement the scaffold supports! Note: These supports can help ALL students. Rather than reducing
expectations for students with language comprehension needs, these scaffolds can help ensure all

students have access to complex texts.  

How did your students respond to
the use of the scaffolds? 

What does your data show in regards to the
students' continued needs and the
effectiveness of the scaffolds?

What went well? What was challenging? 

Share

Discuss with a peer or with your
Teacher-Based Team what you
noticed. 

Based on the data, discuss next possible
steps.
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https://achievethecore.org/content/upload/Supporting%20All%20Learners%20with%20Complex%20Text.pdf
https://achievethecore.org/peersandpedagogy/supporting-all-learners-with-complex-texts/
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Nearly every day, educators encounter students who struggle to read classroom materials and
comprehend what they read. Reading difficulties are common in students at all grade levels, and if not
remediated, are associated with poor academic performance and adverse post-secondary outcomes
(Salinger, 2011). Raising low literacy achievement has been a long-term challenge. Despite diligent
improvement efforts in schools and countless federal and state mandates aimed at improving literacy,
over 60% of children in Ohio and the nation are still not reading proficiently (National Assessment of
Educational Progress, 2019). Although educators have completed years of college coursework, many
continue to feel at a loss for how to help students at all levels learn to read proficiently. Fortunately, we
now know what to do to help students become skillful readers (Fletcher et al., 2019; Kilpatrick, 2015;
Seidenberg, 2009).

This first module aims to provide you with an overview of a widely accepted reading model known as
the Simple View of Reading. The Simple View clarifies those elements of reading associated with reading
proficiency. Potentially, the Simple View of Reading can serve as a guide for determining what skilled
readers do well and the weaknesses that lead to reading comprehension problems. By completing this
module, we hope you will gain the necessary background knowledge to continue with further modules
that delve deeper into best classroom practices in literacy instruction.

Potentially, the Simple View of Reading can serve as a guide for determining what skilled readers do well
and the weaknesses that lead to reading comprehension problems. 

Although some of this information may differ from what you have previously learned about reading
development, we urge you to keep an open mind. Science is ever-evolving, and with new brain scan
imaging and research from multiple fields, we now know more than ever before about how individuals
learn to read. Be at ease knowing that this module is grounded in reading science and aligned with
Ohio’s Language and Literacy Vision described in Ohio’s Plan to Raise Literacy Achievement.
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Simple View of Reading: Module Outline/Text

Module Description

Introduction
It is estimated that about one-third of U.S. fourth-grade students have difficulty with reading and cannot
comprehend grade-level material (National Assessment of Educational Progress, 2019). This statistic has
not changed much over the past 30 years. Given the high prevalence of literacy problems in American
school children, it is probably safe to assume that you have encountered struggling readers in your
career as an educator.

https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Literacy/Ohios-Plan-to-Raise-Literacy-Achievement.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US


The Simple View of Reading

There are many reasons why children have problems making sense of a written text. This module will
focus on a well-supported theory of reading comprehension proposed by Gough and colleagues called
the Simple View of Reading (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990). The Simple View of
Reading has been useful in understanding reading difficulties (Joshi, 2019). It clearly describes the broad
components needed to achieve reading comprehension and offers insights into what is needed to
remediate student reading problems. 
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Over three decades ago, Philip Gough and William Tunmer sought to clarify the general processes that
contribute to skilled reading. In 1986, they proposed a theory called the Simple View of Reading (Gough
& Tunmer, 1986). The Simple View of Reading identified two broad skills that predict reading
comprehension: the ability to (1) read the words on the page and (2) the ability to understand oral
language. According to this theory, individuals need to have skills in both word recognition and language
comprehension to understand what they read. To put it another way, an individual’s ability to
comprehend the meaning of a text will depend on how well they can read the words and make sense of
them.
Experimental, neuropsychological, and developmental studies have confirmed that word recognition
and language comprehension are two separate processes that account for nearly all differences in
reading comprehension performance (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990; Hoover &
Tunmer, 2018; Lervåg et al., 2018). This Simple View of Reading is now considered one of the most
research-supported frameworks of reading. For this reason, it forms the basis of numerous literacy
reforms across the nation (An example of this can be found in Ohio’s Plan to Raise Literacy
Achievement).
 

The Simple View of Reading

The Simple View Formula

The formula suggests that an individual’s reading comprehension can be predicted if their decoding skills
and language comprehension abilities are known.

In the Simple View formula, the numerical values associated with Word Recognition and Language
Comprehension can range between 0 (no skill or ability) and 1 (perfection). Those values are then
multiplied to determine Reading Comprehension. It is important to recognize that the numbers assigned
to Word Recognition and Language Comprehension are not added together.
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The Simple View of Reading clarifies the role of decoding in
reading. Without word recognition skills, students cannot
become strong readers. 

When decoding skills are minimal, reading problems occur.
Reading comprehension is drastically limited when
students cannot accurately read words, even if the
students have strong oral language skills. Students with
word-level reading disabilities, dyslexia for example, often
show this pattern of weak decoding skills relative to
language comprehension abilities. Educators may also
observe this pattern in students who have not been
properly taught to read.

Reading problems can occur the other way as well, where a
student may have excellent word reading ability but show
poor language comprehension skills. Educators might see
the latter in students learning a second language, students
who have impairments in their language development,
those with autism spectrum disorder, as well as students
who come from language-impoverished backgrounds.

Some students show weaknesses in both word reading and
language comprehension. Reading comprehension is
significantly impacted when both variables are weak
because of the multiplier effect in the Simple View formula. 
 

The Critical Role of Decoding

Without Word Recognition Skills, Students Cannot Achieve Reading Comprehension
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Test Your Knowledge: Fact or Myth?
Try applying what you have learned about the Simple View of Reading so far to determine if the
following statements are facts or myths. Fold the paper in half to cover up the answers then unfold to
see if you were correct.

Strong word recognition skills are not
necessary to achieve reading

comprehension as long as a student's
language abilities are strong. 

Fact Myth 

Although it is a common belief that strong language
skills can be used to compensate for weak decoding

skills, research shows that this is actually a myth.
The Simple View makes clear that reading

comprehension cannot occur unless both language
and word recognition skills are strong.

Myth 

If students are taught to be fast and
accurate readers, their reading
comprehension will equal their

language comprehension abilities. 

Fact Myth 

The Simple View of Reading shows that when
one variable is strong (e.g., a student shows

expert word recognition or language
comprehension abilities), reading

comprehension will equal the weakest
variable. 

Fact 
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The Simple View of Reading in the Classroom

Student with weak decoding skills and strong language comprehension skills

Student with some word decoding needs as well as some 
needs in language comprehension 
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Both word recognition and language comprehension skills are necessary components of reading
comprehension; however, neither are insufficient on their own. The Simple View formula shows that
students can read words accurately but have a limited understanding of the words. Conversely, it is also
possible for students to have strong oral language comprehension but limited decoding skills, resulting
in the inability to comprehend print. The Simple View of Reading clarifies that students will not
understand what they read without proficient decoding and language comprehension abilities. If either
one of these components is lacking, reading comprehension as a whole will be negatively affected. For
this reason, students must be able to read the words and understand them to achieve reading
comprehension.  
 

Variables Necessary for Skilled Reading Comprehension

Learning to Read is Not Simple: A Complex Set of Skills
The Simple View is a basic model that offers an overview of what has to happen for students to
comprehend text. Although the Simple View of Reading has the word “simple” in it – this model of
reading fully recognizes that learning to read is not simple (Hoover & Tunmer, 2018). The Simple View
recognizes that children must develop accurate word recognition AND general language
comprehension, and these skills are each highly complex. 

A range of subskills exists within the general domains of word recognition and language
comprehension. Take language comprehension, for example. Language comprehension develops from
grammar, inference skills, vocabulary, background knowledge, and knowledge of story structure, among
many other complex language components. You can also dissect word recognition into multiple
subcomponents that influence one another in their development. Phonological awareness, letter-sound
knowledge, decoding skills, and sight recognition all contribute to automaticity in word recognition.
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The diagram below illustrates a number of components of literacy and how they affect reading ability. It
is a picture of the Convergent Skills Model created by Dr. Frank Vellutino and colleagues (2007). As you
can see for yourself, a lot is going on here! The model shows the impact of early literacy skills and oral
language comprehension on overall reading ability. The numbers reflect the contributions of reading
subskills to the outcome of reading comprehension.
 

Convergent Skills Model

Vellutino’s Convergent Skills Model (Vellutino et al., 2007) certainly takes a more complicated view of
reading. Do not worry; there will not be a test on this figure. The purpose of including it here is to show
that learning to read IS very complex! The Simple View is helpful because it condenses the information
represented by the Convergent Skills Model into a less overwhelming framework. The Simple View takes
all the essential components of reading comprehension (as seen in the light blue circles) and assigns
them to the word recognition and language comprehension domains (as seen in the green and gold
circles, respectively). The outcome is skilled reading comprehension (the purple star).
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The Changing Emphasis of 
the Components of Reading
In addition to clarifying what reading components
need to be taught, the Simple View also helps
educators determine the level of “emphasis” on
Word Recognition and Language Comprehension
based on each students’ individual development.

One common sense concept underlying the Simple
View is that skilled reading is not possible without
word recognition. For this reason, most students
require more emphasis on decoding in the early
grades to firmly secure their foundational reading
skills. Less emphasis on decoding is needed in
later grades – of course, recognizing individual
variation. Once students have gained proficiency
with word recognition skills, continued instruction
in phonological awareness, phonics and decoding
skills will not contribute substantially to growth in
reading skills. 

Conversely, although language comprehension is
important in all phases of reading, it tends to be
most crucial in the later grades, when the
comprehension demands of the academic
curriculum dramatically increase.
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The graphic above illustrates the changing instructional emphasis on component reading skills
throughout the grade span. You can find the “Big Ideas” of reading listed on the very left column
of the chart. Their corresponding subskills are placed in each row under specific grade levels.
The “Big Ideas” of reading align with the broad reading skills represented in the Simple View.
The graphic highlights the reading skills (shown in orange) that educators should emphasize at
each grade level as students develop language and literacy skills. 
  
As you can see from the chart, the emphasis of instruction shifts from word recognition
components in kindergarten through 3rd grade to language comprehension components in 4th
grade and beyond. It is crucial to understand that this chart does not imply that educators
should focus on only one reading component per grade level. Instead, it highlights the
adjustments needed to the time spent instructing the different reading elements at each grade
level. Students acquiring reading proficiency need word recognition and language
comprehension instruction at every grade; however, the instructional emphasis on each
component changes as students become proficient readers. 



Developing Word Recognition Skills
To achieve reading proficiency, students must acquire word recognition skills at the developmentally
appropriate time so that they can keep up with increasingly complex demands associated with reading
for information and comprehension in the academic curriculum. Strong decoding skills enable students
to access academic tasks at higher levels and confront more advanced texts. As students increase their
ability to automatically recognize words, they can devote more mental energy to understanding the
complex language and ideas conveyed in the text. 

Teaching accurate and automatic word reading should be the top priority in every classroom. Students
who achieve fluent and automatic word recognition have an easier time reading grade-level texts.
Through exposure to complex, grade-level text, students can build their academic vocabulary and
language structures that together with accurate and fluent word recognition lead to increased reading
comprehension.
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Developing Word Recognition Skills
A robust body of research supports the use of phonemic awareness and phonics instruction in
classroom practice as necessary for students’ ability to read words accurately and easily (Brady, 2011;
Foorman et al., 2006; National Reading Panel, 2000). Phonics instruction teaches the relationship
between letters or letter combinations and sounds in written form. It teaches students to uses these
relationships to write and read words. Phonemic awareness instruction involves teaching children to
focus on and manipulate individual speech sounds in words. Students need to become aware of how
the sounds in words work before they learn to read words. The National Reading Panel (2000) found
that students who received systematic phonemic awareness and phonics instruction were better
readers than those who received unsystematic instruction. 

Whole Word Memorization vs. Teaching Phonics

Beginning readers who focus on letter-sound relationships rather than
larger syllabic units or trying to learn whole words, strengthen areas of

the brain best wired for reading.

When Should Systematic and Explicit Instruction Begin?

Systematic and explicit phonics instruction is most effective when
introduced in kindergarten and first grade.

The Prevention Effect

By offering ALL children explicit, systematic early reading instruction with
phonics and phonemic awareness at its core, fewer children struggle

later.
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Phonemes are the smallest units of sound. The / / around
a letter refers to the phoneme, not the letter name. 

Phonemic Awareness and Phonics
Phonemic awareness instruction involves teaching children to focus on and

manipulate individual speech sounds in words. Students need to become
aware of how the sounds in words work before they learn to read words. 

Phonics instruction teaches the relationships between letters or letter
combinations and sounds in written form. It teaches students to use these

relationships to write and read words. 
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Systematic instruction consists of teaching reading skills in a logical, preplanned sequence rather
than highlighting skills as they appear in a text. Systematic phonics instruction may begin with
consonants and short vowel sounds and then introduce consonant digraphs and blends. One
concept builds upon another. A good sequence of skills proceeds from the easiest concepts to the
most complex. Here is one example of a scope and sequence of skills for phonics instruction. By
introducing phonics skills in a sequence, one at a time, it is easier to tell which students have
mastered which spelling/sound patterns and who needs more instructional support. As with phonics,
phonemic awareness skills can also be taught in a sequence that follows a continuum of complexity.

When phoneme awareness and phonics are taught systematically, instruction includes step-by-step
routines and procedures that teach elements of a specific skill, such as how to segment and blend
sounds to spell and read words. Students may be offered temporary scaffolds as new skills are
systematically introduced (e.g., manipulatives/counters, verbal cues, or written prompts such as
letter cards or picture mnemonics). All concepts are practiced to automaticity and regularly reviewed
throughout the school year to maintain learning. 

When using a systematic approach, the texts and materials used for practice relate to the instruction.
For example, early text for beginning readers includes phonics elements that match the skills
introduced through the phonics scope and sequence. Decodable text is a type of text that is carefully
sequenced to include words consistent with the phonics skills or spelling concepts that have been
directly taught to students. Teachers of beginning readers and reading interventionists at all grade
levels should have access to this type of text as a core teaching resource. To see a list of decodable
text sources, please visit this resource from The Reading League.

S Y S T E M A T I C  I N S T R U C T I O N

https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/files/2021/06/UFLI-Scope-and-Sequence-5-21.pdf
https://www.thereadingleague.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Decodable-Text-Sources-updated-Feb-2019.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1ly0vp2nL9nI-3H0Uqa6zA8GvGOODXsVpKnl5rADD3UOAhrjrMDjXwSkg


H O W  T O  T E L L  I F  Y O U R  

I N S T R U C T I O N  I S  S Y S T E M A T I C  

Your instruction is based on a pre-planned, sequential phonics and phonemic
awareness curriculum

Prerequisite skills are taught first, with beginning readers receiving considerable
initial emphasis on phonics skills

Instruction starts with simpler concepts (such as the m sound or the t sound) before
introducing more complex concepts (e.g., when the letter c sounds like s or k)

Students are taught sounds for corresponding letters or letter combinations and
how to blend them (phonic decoding)

Spelling instruction aligns with and extends what students learn in phonics.

Complex skills are broken down into smaller chunks and taught using step-by-step
procedures

Beginning readers are provided texts that follow the systematic progression of
phonics elements taught to secure phonic decoding

Phonemic awareness, phonics, and decoding instruction is evident until students
are both accurate and automatic with these skills

Instruction includes ongoing review of phonics concepts
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 First, you directly explain and show students what you want them to do (“I Do”).
 In the next step, you practice the skill together (“We Do”).
 Finally, you have students practice what you taught them on their own (“You Do”).

Explicit instruction involves the teacher actively leading students through activities before expecting
them to complete tasks independently. Explicit instruction is sequential, moving from one step to the
next.

1.
2.
3.

When teaching the phonological awareness skill of blending, for example, the teacher may begin by
showing students how to blend sounds into a word and fully explaining how to put sounds together
to make a word. In following steps, explanations may be gradually faded until, the students are
blending sounds into words themselves.
When instruction is explicit, students are not expected to discover literacy concepts simply from
exposure to text and oral language. It is unambiguous (e.g. telling students what sound the letters ai
represent, instead of asking them to figure it out on their own). Before trying a new skill, students
have already been walked through the procedure and the concepts behind the task (Archer &
Hughes, 2011).

An explicit approach to instruction is important for all students who are learning new reading skills,
and it is essential for students with learning difficulties. Explicit instruction provides clear language,
gestures, demonstrations, and repetitions to English learners who are still learning to decode.

E X P L I C I T  I N S T R U C T I O N



Explicit Lessons
An explicit phonemic awareness or phonics lesson incorporates consistent instructional routines so that
students can focus on learning the new skill or concept. During an explicit lesson, students receive
plenty of supervision, feedback, and practice to build accuracy and fluency with the new skill or concept.
At risk readers and students with disabilities may need more practice opportunities than their peers.
Teachers can create practice opportunities through guided and independent practice.

Some criticize explicit teaching as “drill and kill” that dulls creativity and engagement. Research does not
support this view (Archer & Hughes, 2011). When done correctly, explicit instruction is engaging and can
be especially helpful for students at risk of reading failure (Foorman et al., 1998; Snow, 2016).

Guided Practice

The teacher supervises and supports students with feedback as they
practice a skill that has been previously demonstrated.

Independent Practice

The teacher encourages students to apply skills that have been
previously taught after they begin to show mastery of the new skill. The
students perform the skill individually or in a small group, showing what

they have learned. The teacher offers specific feedback and provides
additional instruction to those who need it.

Examples of Explicit Phonics Routines
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Phonemic Awareness Instructional Routines (K-1)

Phonics Instructional Routines (K-1)

Phonics Instructional Routines (2-3)

Explicit Beginning Phonics Routines

Explicit Advanced Phonics Routines (3+) 

https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPA_K1.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_K1.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_23.html
https://400f2aef-4be2-403b-91c6-580a05e2cbbf.filesusr.com/ugd/8a72e3_14951e7ec0ba4b278fadafdd12a6c484.pdf
https://400f2aef-4be2-403b-91c6-580a05e2cbbf.filesusr.com/ugd/8a72e3_421610050e2a4940a1d84c459985ffac.pdf
https://400f2aef-4be2-403b-91c6-580a05e2cbbf.filesusr.com/ugd/8a72e3_421610050e2a4940a1d84c459985ffac.pdf
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The Ultimate Goal
The ultimate goal of explicit, systematic teaching of word recognition skills is for students to
automatically and fluently apply new concepts to reading and writing words and text. To meet the goal
of successful learning and application of skills, well-designed phonics and decoding programs
encourage frequent opportunities to practice the skills through dictation exercises and reading words in
isolation and connected text. The texts, materials, and strategies used during practice activities should
reinforce the concepts and strategies being taught in the explicit, systematic lessons. For example, the
texts used in beginning reading instruction should include many words that children can decode to
encourage the application of learned phonics skills. Otherwise, children may guess at words containing
unknown phonics patterns. 

We also do not want students relying on unproductive ways to approaching decoding, like using context
clues or accompanying illustrations to “guess” unknown words. These strategies are not supported by
research and can actually interfere with the permanent storage of connected sounds and letters of
words as instantly recognizable “sight words.”

Overtime, as students become more efficient in their decoding, they can move to less controlled and
more authentic texts. By second grade, most students are ready for advanced phonics. Advanced
phonics supports students’ continued learning about the structure of words and meaningful word
parts. Advanced phonics includes morphology and decoding multisyllable words. 
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Developing Language Comprehension Skills
Reading words is necessary to support comprehension, but it’s only one part of the Simple View
equation. Once word recognition is sufficient to decode a text, students’ language comprehension
becomes a more critical influence on their reading comprehension (Garcia & Cain, 2014; Lervåg et al.,
2018). Language comprehension helps students interpret words, sentences, and discourse.

The Simple View of Reading shows how a reader must draw upon their language comprehension skills
to extract and construct meaning from text. To do this, a reader must have a well-developed
vocabulary, background knowledge, understanding of syntax, verbal reasoning (e.g., inferencing) skills,
print awareness, and knowledge of text structures (Scarborough, 2001). These language elements
contribute to strategic reading comprehension if the reader has the prerequisite skills to accurately
read the words on the page. In the following sections, you will learn how to help your students gain
more from their reading by strengthening various language comprehension components.
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Background Knowledge
The National Reading Panel (2000) identified vocabulary knowledge as one of the most important areas
of comprehension. A reader must be able to successfully recognize the meanings of the words they
decode. Direct instruction on vocabulary words, especially words likely to be encountered in academic
domains and texts, is an effective way to build students’ vocabulary knowledge. To help students learn
new vocabulary words, Beck et al. 2000 recommends three steps for teachers: 1) provide student-
friendly definitions of a new words rather than dictionary definitions, 2) intentionally create context the
provides strong clues to the word’s meaning rather than text-based context, and 3) actively engage
students right away with the new words through short, fun activities. Examples and non-examples,
pictures, and discussions are used to expose students to new words and their meanings.

"Reading tests are really
knowledge tests in disguise."

—Dr. Daniel Willingham, a psychologist at the
University of Virginia and author of The Reading

Mind: A Cognitive Approach to Understanding How the
Mind Reads 

Vocabulary
The National Reading Panel (2000) identified vocabulary knowledge as one of the most important areas
of comprehension. A reader must be able to successfully recognize the meanings of the words they
decode. Direct instruction on vocabulary words, especially words likely to be encountered in academic
domains and texts, is an effective way to build students’ vocabulary knowledge. To help students learn
new vocabulary words, Beck et al. 2000 recommends three steps for teachers: 1) provide student-
friendly definitions of a new words rather than dictionary definitions, 2) intentionally create context the
provides strong clues to the word’s meaning rather than text-based context, and 3) actively engage
students right away with the new words through short, fun activities. Examples and non-examples,
pictures, and discussions are used to expose students to new words and their meanings.

“The knowledge gap is real, and its effects are
profound. This book offers an accurate,

engaging, and clear description of the problem
and how to solve it. It’s a must-read for
educators, parents and policy makers.”

—Dr. Judith C. Hochman, founder of The Writing Revolution; co-
author, The Writing Revolution: A Guide to Advancing Thinking Through

Writing in All Subjects and Grades

https://go.info.amplify.com/hubfs/Primer%20II/Primer2_2018_Final.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Knowledge-Gap-Americas-education-system/dp/0735213569/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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The following practices can help teachers use academic talk to promote students' reading skills:

The Critical Role of a Teacher
Teachers play an important role in creating high-quality language learning environments that
contribute to student comprehension of text. Research points to the importance of quality teacher talk,
such as the use of sophisticated language and complex words, as a powerful tool for building
knowledge and comprehending text. The more language input students receive, the more
opportunities they have to interpret the vocabulary, concepts, and ideas embedded in the talk. 

 Elevate teacher talk during instructional time and less formal times

It is important to be mindful of the vocabulary and language used during instruction. The way a teacher
talks influences vocabulary growth. Remember, the quality and type of words, not the amount of teacher
talk, matters most for students’ literacy skills (Le Saux & Gamez, 2015). Instead of using basic, commonly
used words, you might try using more unusual, descriptive, and/or multiple meaning words to elevate
the language in the classroom. For example, you might describe the school music concert as astounding,
impressive, and commendable or call the author’s writing imaginative, clever, and riveting. These same
words can become the focus of direct vocabulary instruction.  

In addition to using big and interesting words, we can also incorporate challenging sentence structures in
our discussions with students. During these interactions, you might encourage students to expand upon
their oral responses by rephrasing, elaborating, or completing their responses with more sophisticated
language. These simple teaching strategies can boost the language skills of all learners and help students
with some types of learning disabilities.

 

Increase opportunities for student talk

While students can learn a lot by listening, giving students ample talk time can also lead to great gains in
student literacy and engagement. Students benefit from practice saying new words, content specific
terms, and phrases in various contexts. One way to get students talking is to facilitate rich academic
discussions centered on critical topics or ideas featured in text. When students engage in academic talk,
they share opinions, justify them with evidence, actively process important content, and learn from their
peers. A teaching approach called Academic Conversations (Zwiers & Crawford, 2011) supports student
discussion skills across the content areas. These skills include elaborating and clarifying, supporting ideas
with examples, paraphrasing, synthesizing information, and building on and/or challenging a partner’s
ideas. During an academic discussion, it is important to prompt students to build upon each other’s
responses. This downloadable chart includes sentence stems that can help students respond to others’
comments using complete sentences.

https://esc13.net/assets/uploads/docs/sentence-stems-for-academic-conversations-s.pdf
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Use read-alouds to teach background knowledge and vocabulary

Elementary students and those with educational disabilities that impact word recognition skills can often
comprehend far more complex text through listening than reading. Engaging read-alouds filled with big
words and rich language make it possible for students at all reading levels to build critical background
and vocabulary knowledge using text that is more complex that what they can read independently.
Read-alouds provide students with models of sophisticated language featured in more advanced texts
that they will eventually be reading on their own. Texts used for read aloud should be content-rich and
well above grade level. In the K-2 grade band, texts that are read aloud should be at least 2 years above
what students can read on their own.

Maximizing Language Comprehension Growth in Struggling
Readers
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Maximizing Language Comprehension Growth in Struggling
Readers

Because the classroom is a central place where students are exposed to the specialized language and
content featured in written text, students in need of interventions should not be pulled out from core
instruction to receive special support. Ideally, interventions should supplement the curriculum, instead
of taking the place of core instruction, to avoid widening achievement gaps.

For older students and struggling readers (grade 2 and beyond), the crucial implication is to ensure that
every student has the opportunity to work with complex, grade-level text, regardless of reading level,
disability status, and cultural and linguistic background. 

An important reason to include complex text in every student’s literacy program is that the language
elements needed to comprehend the reading materials used in advanced grade levels are often only
encountered in complex written texts. Students are unlikely to meet the words, expressions, syntax,
and conventions used in advanced texts through oral discourse alone. Unfortunately, many popular
literacy programs encourage teaching students with text at their “instructional levels” despite limited
evidence supporting learning benefits from student-text matching (Shanahan, 2014; Shanahan, 2019).

For the struggling reader, a steady diet of below grade-level guided reading texts over time can limit
their exposure to the rich content and complex language needed for reading comprehension,
amounting to fewer opportunities for learning. 

In fact, recent research indicates that students learn more from reading texts two grade levels above
their identified reading levels (Brown et al., 2018). Another study of adolescents found that limiting
instructional materials to texts that students can already read reasonably well provided no learning
advantage for most students (Lupo et al., 2019). 

Of course, simply exposing students to complex text will not raise their reading achievement without
accompanying instruction and scaffolds. 

Check out the resource section in this resource document to help you promote language development
and content acquisition in all learners through deep engagement with complex text.
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Implications for Educational Practice: 
A Summary of What to Teach

 Accurate and Fluent Word Recognition

Explicit and systematic phonemic awareness
Explicit and systematic phonics and spelling
Fluency with sight word recognition built through letter-sound connections

 

Skills that Build Language Comprehension

Explicit vocabulary instruction
Reading and writing instruction connected to content standards
Read alouds from challenging texts
Students reading texts at grade level, with scaffolded supports to access complex texts
Classroom talk and discussion of texts to increase language, practice vocabulary, and build
knowledge
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Summing it Up
In this module, you’ve learned about the Simple View of Reading, a widely accepted theory of the
aspects of reading that students must learn to comprehend what they read. The Simple View of
Reading is a valuable framework for understanding literacy development and the individual differences
in reading. It expresses in one straightforward equation that a student must be able to read words
accurately and understand spoken language to become a skilled reader. It is not an either/or way to
develop proficient readers. Furthermore, the Simple View of Reading shows how poorly developed
skills in one or both sides of the equation can impact the process of learning to comprehend written
text.

Although the Simple View of Reading is not a model about how to teach reading, its instructional
implications should not go unnoticed. As you learned earlier, reading instruction must develop
language comprehension and include the explicit, systematic teaching of word recognition skills. The
amount of time devoted to teaching word recognition and language comprehension should reflect the
needs of the student and the changing developmental emphasis at different grade levels. When
informed by the Simple View and other researched practices, comprehensive and complete literacy
instruction can help pave the way to improved reading outcomes for all of Ohio’s schoolchildren.

Reading comprehension depends on both word
recognition and language comprehension.

 

All students need appropriate instruction in both
components of the Simple View of Reading; however,

the emphasis of instruction shifts throughout the
grade levels as students progress toward proficiency.

4 Things To Remember

Poor reading comprehension is the result of poor word
recognition, poor language comprehension, or both.

 

Appropriate instruction in the skills that underpin
accurate word recognition and strong language
comprehension can promote reading skills in all.

 

Reading comprehension depends on both word
recognition and language comprehension.

 

The emphasis of instruction on the components of
the Simple View of Reading shifts through the grade

levels as students progress toward proficiency.
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BOOK AUTHOR RATING READ

The Knowledge Gap Natalie Wexler

Fundamentals of Literacy 
Instruction & Assessment Hougen & Smartt

NOTES

Super helpful and covers both sides
(Word Recognition & Language
Comprehension) of the Simple View of
Reading. Targets students in
Preschool through 6th grade.

So much great info about the
"Language Comprehension" side of the
Simple View of Reading! Such a great
author with some awesome insights
on how best to help students.  
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https://www.amazon.com/Knowledge-Gap-Americas-education-system/dp/0735213569/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1631541273&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Fundamentals-Literacy-Instruction-Assessment-Pre-K-6/dp/1681253755/ref=sr_1_1?crid=26ZLVP7FZ4LWR&dchild=1&keywords=fundamentals+of+literacy+instruction+and+assessment%2C+pre-k+to+6&qid=1631541251&sprefix=fundamentals+of+literacy%2Caps%2C167&sr=8-1


NOTES

NOTES

Books 
BOOK AUTHOR RATING READ

A Fresh Look at Phonics Wiley Blevins

Explicit Instruction Archer & Hughes

This book covers a lot about the
"Word Recognition" side of the Simple
View of Reading. Super teacher
friendly! 

Another awesome book that applies
to both sides of the Simple View of
Reading. I love how this book details
explicit instruction for students! 
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https://www.amazon.com/Explicit-Instruction-Effective-Efficient-Special-Needs/dp/1609180410/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=explicit+instruction&qid=1631541192&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Fresh-Look-Phonics-Grades-K-2/dp/1506326889/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?dchild=1&gclid=CjwKCAjw7fuJBhBdEiwA2lLMYcO1_IXFszXJg21iwzSkefHhPZ_J1v9vrjDBMmO0geCP41aLXYxz3hoCOL4QAvD_BwE&hvadid=241614067635&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9015936&hvnetw=g&hvqmt=e&hvrand=8856730225382211928&hvtargid=kwd-241895203447&keywords=a+fresh+look+at+phonics&qid=1631539556&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEyU0ZMNU5SVkxPSDgmZW5jcnlwdGVkSWQ9QTAyNTExODYxQURDWTJONjU3SlhQJmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTA3MTI3MTEyT1VEUzJTUFA4WTRLJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
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Online Resources  

shorturl.at/nuyC8
Ohio’s Plan to Raise Literacy Achievement outlines evidence-based language and
literacy teaching and learning from birth through grade 12. "This plan articulates
a state literacy framework aimed at promoting proficiency in reading, writing and
communication for all learners. It is driven by scientific research and encourages
a professional movement toward implementing data-based, differentiated and
evidence-based practices in all manners of educational settings. Specifically, this
plan illustrates the strong language and literacy efforts in place in Ohio and the
state’s vision to expand and strengthen them to support improvement." (Ohio's
Plan to Raise Literacy Achievement, January 2020)

Ohio's Plan to Raise Literacy Achievement
Ohio Department of Education

shorturl.at/hyPRU
The following documents are included in the Appendices of Ohio's Plan to Raise
Literacy Achievement:  Ohio’s State Literacy Team, Ohio’s Theory of Action, 
 Coaching in Literacy (Ohio’s Coaching Model), Emergent Literacy Skills that
Relate to Later Forms of Conventional Reading and Writing (Whitehurst and
Lonigan, 2001), Nelp Literacy Variables (Nelp, 2008), Changing Emphasis of the
Subskills of the Five Components of Reading, Evidence-Based Practices for
Improving Adolescent Literacy, Measurements of Interim Progress, Protocol for
Selecting Evidence-Based Strategies, and Regional Professional Learning Series in
Literacy.

Ohio's Plan to Raise Literacy Achievement:
Appendices
Ohio Department of Education

shorturl.at/jyXY2
Find out what the National Reading Panel's review of the research reveals about
the best instructional methods for teaching reading. 

National Reading Panel
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Literacy/Ohios-Plan-to-Raise-Literacy-Achievement.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Literacy/Ohios-Plan-to-Raise-Literacy-Achievement-Appendices.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
https://www.nichd.nih.gov/sites/default/files/publications/pubs/nrp/Documents/report.pdf
https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Literacy/Ohios-Plan-to-Raise-Literacy-Achievement.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Literacy/Ohios-Plan-to-Raise-Literacy-Achievement-Appendices.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
https://www.nichd.nih.gov/sites/default/files/publications/pubs/nrp/Documents/report.pdf
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Resources for Instruction

texasldcenter.org/files/lesson-plans/10Keys_Reading_Web_Revised.pdf
A list of reading practices with strong evidence of effectiveness for teaching
reading to elementary learners. This resource includes grade-level descriptions
of what students should know and be able to do to be successful readers.

10 Key Reading Practices for All Elementary Schools
The Meadows Center for Preventing Educational Risk

https://texasldcenter.org/files/lesson-plans/10Keys_Secondary_Web.pdf
A list of reading practices with strong evidence of effectiveness for teaching
reading to adolescent learners. This resource includes grade-level descriptions of
what students should know and be able to do to be successful readers

10 Key Reading Practices for All Middle and High Schools
The Meadows Center for Preventing Educational Risk

shorturl.at/fvJY9
A free practice guide that provides four recommendations for teaching
foundational reading skills to students in kindergarten through 3rd grade.

Foundational Skills to Support Reading for
Understanding in Kindergarten Through 3rd Grade
What Works Clearinghouse

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/adlit_pg_082608.pdf
A free guide that presents strategies that classroom teachers and specialists can
use to increase the reading ability of adolescent students.

Improving Adolescent Literacy: Effective Classroom
and Intervention Practices
What Works Clearinghouse

https://texasldcenter.org/files/lesson-plans/10Keys_Reading_Web_Revised.pdf
https://texasldcenter.org/files/lesson-plans/10Keys_Secondary_Web.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_foundationalreading_040717.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/adlit_pg_082608.pdf
https://texasldcenter.org/files/lesson-plans/10Keys_Reading_Web_Revised.pdf
https://texasldcenter.org/files/lesson-plans/10Keys_Reading_Web_Revised.pdf
https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Literacy/Ohios-Plan-to-Raise-Literacy-Achievement.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
https://texasldcenter.org/files/lesson-plans/10Keys_Secondary_Web.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_foundationalreading_040717.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_foundationalreading_040717.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_foundationalreading_040717.pdf
https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Literacy/Ohios-Plan-to-Raise-Literacy-Achievement.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/adlit_pg_082608.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/adlit_pg_082608.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/adlit_pg_082608.pdf
https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Literacy/Ohios-Plan-to-Raise-Literacy-Achievement.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
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YouTube Videos

What is Reading? 
The Simple View

https://youtu.be/cUoiZl-ep7E

The Simple View of Reading -
It's Not So Simple

https://youtu.be/H3l414kK5fE
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YouTube Videos

https://youtu.be/yJCn3cn-gGo

A Matter of Talk:
 Nonie Lesaux's '8 for 8'

https://youtu.be/PdzF1qhvEhg

K-2 Skills Block: Spelling Block:
Spelling to Complement Reading
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Online Resources  

www.readingscienceacademy.com/phonics
This freely accessible guide is designed to support your implementation of
explicit phonics instruction in the primary grades. You will need to share your
name and email before accessing this resource.

Explicit Phonics Lesson Implementation Guide
© 2020 Stephanie Stollar Consulting, LLC

This resource was created for educators to support students who exhibit
substantial difficulties in multi-syllabic word reading and morphology. It contains
7 weeks of explicit, advanced phonics lessons that include teacher modeling (I
Do), guided practice (We Do), and guided/independent practice through text (You
Do) to support learning each skill.

Advanced Word Study
Mississippi Office of Elementary Education and Reading,
Division of Literacy

https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/virtual-teaching/main/lesson-structure/
This website provides lesson templates, sample activity sequences, and videos of
effective instruction at the elementary levels in reading. Choose lessons tailored
to your students’ grade level and reading abilities, and activities that follow your
school’s scope and sequence for foundational skills in reading.

UFLI Virtual Teaching Resource Hub
UF College of Education

What targeted skill(s) are students learning during this routine?
What available data show that students still need to learn or practice the
targeted skill(s)?
How does the instructional routine help students master skills in the scope
and sequence of your foundational skills program/curriculum?

https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empoweri
ng-teachers/index.html
Download these instructional routines to use during small group instruction. The
routines are relevant for kindergarten through third-grade students and older
students who still need instruction and practice with foundational word reading
skills. These routines will be most effective when used to supplement a
foundational reading curriculum that includes a clear scope and sequence of
skills. When using these routines, consider how you will adapt them to match
student needs. To select an effective routine, ask yourself these questions to
plan for your class or individual students based on data:

Instructional Routines
Florida Center for Reading Research

https://www.readingscienceacademy.com/phonics
https://www.mdek12.org/sites/default/files/Offices/MDE/OAE/OEER/Literacy/20-21_advancedwordstudy_final.pdf
https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/virtual-teaching/main/lesson-structure/
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routines.html
https://www.readingscienceacademy.com/phonics
https://www.mdek12.org/sites/default/files/Offices/MDE/OAE/OEER/Literacy/20-21_advancedwordstudy_final.pdf
https://www.mdek12.org/sites/default/files/Offices/MDE/OAE/OEER/Literacy/20-21_advancedwordstudy_final.pdf
https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/virtual-teaching/main/lesson-structure/
https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/virtual-teaching/main/lesson-structure/
https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/virtual-teaching/main/lesson-structure/
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routines.html
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Systematic Phonics Scope and Sequence 

https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/files/2021
/06/UFLI-Scope-and-Sequence-5-21.pdf

Suggested Score & Sequence for
Teaching Grapheme-Phoneme
Correspondences 
University of Florida Literacy Institute

A key component in helping students develop word recognition skills is having
systematic instruction. Systematic instruction consists of teaching reading skills
in a logical, preplanned sequence rather than highlighting skills as they appear
in a text. Systematic phonics instruction may begin with consonants and short
vowel sounds and then introduce consonant digraphs and blends. Below are
some examples of phonics scope and sequence. 

Systematic Phonics Scope and
Sequence
Joan Sedita, Keys to Literacy

https://keystoliteracy.com/blog/system
atic-phonics-scope-and-sequence/

https://284ivp1abr6435y6t219n54e-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Systematic-Phonics-Scope-and-Sequence.pdf
https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/files/2021/06/UFLI-Scope-and-Sequence-5-21.pdf
https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/files/2021/06/UFLI-Scope-and-Sequence-5-21.pdf
https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/files/2021/06/UFLI-Scope-and-Sequence-5-21.pdf
https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/files/2021/06/UFLI-Scope-and-Sequence-5-21.pdf
https://284ivp1abr6435y6t219n54e-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Systematic-Phonics-Scope-and-Sequence.pdf
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Click below to download these free explicit
phonemic awareness and phonics routines.

Explicit Phonics Routines

www.readinguniverse.org
This freely accessible website is designed to support your implementation of all parts of the Simple View of
Reading. Each section of the Simple View of Reading has structured literacy tools for teachers as well as links
to practice resources. You will need to create a free account to log-in to access all the materials. Click below
to access a few of their resources.

 The Reading Universe
The Barksdale Reading Institute

Instructional Routines
Florida Center for Reading Research

Phonemic Awareness
Instructional Routines 

Phonics Instructional
Routines (K-1) 

Phonics Instructional
Routines (2-3) 

Click below to access this resource that was
created for educators to support students who
exhibit substantial difficulties in multi-syllabic word
reading and morphology. 

Advanced Phonics/Word Study
Mississippi Office of Elementary
Education and Reading, Division of
Literacy

https://400f2aef-4be2-403b-91c6-580a05e2cbbf.filesusr.com/ugd/8a72e3_14951e7ec0ba4b278fadafdd12a6c484.pdf
https://400f2aef-4be2-403b-91c6-580a05e2cbbf.filesusr.com/ugd/8a72e3_421610050e2a4940a1d84c459985ffac.pdf
https://400f2aef-4be2-403b-91c6-580a05e2cbbf.filesusr.com/ugd/8a72e3_55319912c69141c497db91fe2d769eed.pdf
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPA_K1.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_K1.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_23.html
https://www.mdek12.org/sites/default/files/Offices/MDE/OAE/OEER/Literacy/20-21_advancedwordstudy_final.pdf
https://www.readinguniverse.org/
https://www.readinguniverse.org/
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routines.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPA_K1.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPA_K1.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_K1.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_K1.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_23.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_23.html
https://www.mdek12.org/sites/default/files/Offices/MDE/OAE/OEER/Literacy/20-21_advancedwordstudy_final.pdf
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Decodable Book Resources

https://www.thereadingleague.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/02/Decodable-
Text-Sources-updated-Feb-2019.pdf?
fbclid=IwAR1ly0vp2nL9nI-
3H0Uqa6zA8GvGOODXsVpKnl5rADD3U
OAhrjrMDjXwSkg

Decodable Text Sources
The Reading League

Decodable text is a type of text that is carefully sequenced to include words
consistent with the phonics skills or spelling concepts that have been directly
taught to students. Teachers of beginning readers and reading interventionists
at all grade levels should have access to this type of text as a core teaching
resource. 

https:/

https://bit.ly/3krkfac

Free Decodable Phonics
Books
Lisa Meechan

https://www.thereadingleague.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Decodable-Text-Sources-updated-Feb-2019.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1ly0vp2nL9nI-3H0Uqa6zA8GvGOODXsVpKnl5rADD3UOAhrjrMDjXwSkg
https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/files/2021/06/UFLI-Scope-and-Sequence-5-21.pdf
https://www.thereadingleague.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Decodable-Text-Sources-updated-Feb-2019.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1ly0vp2nL9nI-3H0Uqa6zA8GvGOODXsVpKnl5rADD3UOAhrjrMDjXwSkg
https://www.thereadingleague.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Decodable-Text-Sources-updated-Feb-2019.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1ly0vp2nL9nI-3H0Uqa6zA8GvGOODXsVpKnl5rADD3UOAhrjrMDjXwSkg
https://rolls.bublup.com/abctutor/free-decodable-books?fbclid=IwAR0fUhf2dPpCz2PbGzYNoRRXYwu3nwWu_58NwhVXoRoUnG83VAzSBgY5IPI&fbclid=IwAR3dBu3-e6gwegCc1LbI9cbnSH5aliEFGvtt0p8GcNtLBbX1eQwFfylJAoM
https://education.ufl.edu/ufli/files/2021/06/UFLI-Scope-and-Sequence-5-21.pdf
https://rolls.bublup.com/abctutor/free-decodable-books?fbclid=IwAR0fUhf2dPpCz2PbGzYNoRRXYwu3nwWu_58NwhVXoRoUnG83VAzSBgY5IPI&fbclid=IwAR3dBu3-e6gwegCc1LbI9cbnSH5aliEFGvtt0p8GcNtLBbX1eQwFfylJAoM
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Online and Book Resources  

https://achievethecore.org/peersandpedagogy/wp-
content/uploads/2016/08/Supporting-All-Learners-with-Complex-Text-1.pdf
All students, regardless of their decoding capabilities and language
proficiency levels, need exposure to complex texts to acquire the language
comprehension skills necessary to read and learn across the content areas
and disciplines. Students beyond grade 1 need to be regularly reading
rigorous texts with instructional support. This guidance document from
Student Achievement Partners shares strategies and scaffolds K-High School
teachers can implement to ensure student success with grade-level-
appropriate texts and content.

Supporting All Learners with Complex Text
Student Achievement Partners

https://achievethecore.org/content/upload/Lesson%20Planning_Q
uick-Reference%20Discussion%20Guide-ELA.pdf
Read-alouds are one way to offer students, kindergarten to high school,
access to complex text. Use this Lesson Planning and Reflection Tool to
plan a read aloud for your students.

Lesson Planning and Reflection: ELA/Literacy
Student Achievement Partners

https://www.amazon.com/Reading-Comprehension-Blueprint-
Helping-Students/dp/1681254034
This book, aligned with the science of reading and the International
Dyslexia Association's Structured Literacy approach, offers a clear
blueprint for delivering high-quality, evidence-based instruction that helps
students construct meaning from challenging texts.

The Reading Comprehension Blueprint: Helping
Students Make Meaning from Text
Nancy Lewis Hennessy

https://achievethecore.org/peersandpedagogy/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Supporting-All-Learners-with-Complex-Text-1.pdf
https://achievethecore.org/content/upload/Lesson%20Planning_Quick-Reference%20Discussion%20Guide-ELA.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Reading-Comprehension-Blueprint-Helping-Students/dp/1681254034
https://achievethecore.org/peersandpedagogy/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Supporting-All-Learners-with-Complex-Text-1.pdf
https://texasldcenter.org/files/lesson-plans/10Keys_Reading_Web_Revised.pdf
https://texasldcenter.org/files/lesson-plans/10Keys_Reading_Web_Revised.pdf
https://achievethecore.org/content/upload/Lesson%20Planning_Quick-Reference%20Discussion%20Guide-ELA.pdf
https://achievethecore.org/content/upload/Lesson%20Planning_Quick-Reference%20Discussion%20Guide-ELA.pdf
https://achievethecore.org/content/upload/Lesson%20Planning_Quick-Reference%20Discussion%20Guide-ELA.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Reading-Comprehension-Blueprint-Helping-Students/dp/1681254034
https://www.amazon.com/Reading-Comprehension-Blueprint-Helping-Students/dp/1681254034
https://www.amazon.com/Reading-Comprehension-Blueprint-Helping-Students/dp/1681254034
https://texasldcenter.org/files/lesson-plans/10Keys_Reading_Web_Revised.pdf
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Explicit Vocabulary Routines

www.readinguniverse.org
This freely accessible website is designed to support your implementation of all parts of the Simple View of
Reading. Each section of the Simple View of Reading has structured literacy tools for teachers as well as links
to practice resources. You will need to create a free account to log-in to access all the materials. Click below
to access the Six Steps of an Explicit Vocabulary Lesson.

The Reading Universe
The Barksdale Reading Institute

Instructional Routines
Florida Center for Reading Research

Make Connections with
New Vocabulary (Grade 1)

 

https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-
teachers/routines/routines.html
This freely accessible website has explicit vocabulary routines for grades K-3. Explore the different routines
that work best for your students. 

Make Connections with
New Vocabulary (Grade 3)

Multiple Meanings Words
in Context (Grade 2)

https://400f2aef-4be2-403b-91c6-580a05e2cbbf.filesusr.com/ugd/8a72e3_196db18a2edc407495950ad73f09a80c.docx?dn=Steps%20of%20an%20Explicit%20Vocabulary%20Lesson.e
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/pdf/instRoutines_1VMCWNV.pdf
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/pdf/instRoutines_2VMMWC.pdf
https://www.readinguniverse.org/
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